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Abstract: Cemented carbide is a hard composite material, used widely in a variety of industries.
The value of the global tungsten carbide market is expected to grow by 4.4% (compound annual
growth rate) from 2017 to 2022. One of the main markets is in metal cutting and wear parts, where
small pieces (or inserts), a few grams in weight, are used. Field-assisted sintering technique (FAST)
technologies allow for the production of small blanks in a single step from powder, which are near
final dimensions. Production cycles are very short. In this paper, one of the FAST processes, the ERS
technology, is applied to obtain WC10Co parts. A review of the process variable effects on the final
properties of the parts is accomplished. Final properties of a range of conventionally produced inserts
are obtained, using 100 MPa compacting pressure, 80 MA/m2 of current density, and processing
times of around 800 ms.
Keywords: electrical resistance sintering; cemented carbides; processing conditions

1. Introduction
Parts produced from powders commonly use the cold pressing and sintering conventional
procedure [1], because of its simplicity and lower cost. Nevertheless, the powder metallurgy (PM)
industry incorporates a wide variety of different procedures, depending on the specific features of
the component to be produced, or the material to be processed [2]. In this context, directly using
electricity as a method to sinter powders (both metals and ceramics) has been suggested and tested
historically [3], generally without a consistent theoretical base. This technology was developed to the
exploration stage between 1906 and 1960. Pure direct current resistance sintering, or mixed capacitor
discharge and transformers, were initially explored [4–6]. From 1960 to 1990, after studies by Inoue [7]
concerning the use of different current waveforms, the development stage was reached. Recently, the
technology has entered the exploitation stage, with an exponential increase of publications, patents,
and applications [8].
The acronym FAST (field-assisted sintering techniques) is usually applied to PM techniques
in which electricity is directly used to perform the sintering of the powders [3]. Indeed, the term
FAST is very appropriate, as a short production time is the most remarkable characteristic among
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these techniques. Consolidation cycle lengths in FAST methods are extremely short, compared to the
conventional PM methods. Additionally, short-lasting processes can limit structural evolution. In this
way, nanostructures, or even glassy materials [9], can be processed.
Three main criteria can be used to classify FAST methods: (a) The power source nature, (b)
the process duration, and (c) the electrical nature (conductor or insulating) of the die containing the
powders. Three FAST processes stand out, from more than 30 variants described in the literature [10,11]:
Capacitor Discharge Consolidation (CDC), Spark Plasma Sintering (SPS), and Electrical Resistance
Sintering (ERS).
The CDC process uses the energy stored in a capacitor bank to consolidate the powders. Current
is discharged through the powder (which may be under compression), acting as electrical resistance.
The bank electrical capacitance and the charging voltage (up to the order of kV) dictate the energy
amount of the process. The discharge takes place between a micro and a millisecond, with peak current
values of the order of kA. Current flows only through the electrically conductive powders, due to
the insulating nature of the dies. Sintering is usually attributed to microwelds between the powder
particles, as powder and die heating is limited [12,13].
Some similarities occur between the SPS and ERS processes, concerning power supply. Both
of them can use a welding transformer as power source. However, the dwelling times of SPS are
longer (in the order of minutes). Consequently, a protective inert or vacuum environment is usually
needed for SPS. Heat is mainly produced in the SPS electrically-conductive die, normally made of
graphite. Therefore, the powders do not necessarily have to be conductive. It is still debated whether
plasma between the particles develops during the process, despite the common name given to the
process [14–16].
ERS usually complements the plain-welding transformer current supply with medium-frequency
power electronics, thus reducing the transformer size. Voltage, typically 10 V, and current, between
10–30 kA, are maintained during the whole period of the process, which is typically on the order
of a second. As the dies are electrically insulating, the powders must be conductors. Heating
by the Joule effect softens the powder mass, which is simultaneously subjected to pressure [17].
At the same time, secondary processes occur in the powder: Surface oxide removal, electromigration,
and electroplasticity.
The hard metal or cemented carbides industry [18,19] can clearly benefit from FAST processes. In
addition, the market revenue is high enough as to justify the necessary exploitation stage development.
Nevertheless, it is important to understand the difficulties associated with these processes. Non-linear,
coupled interactions between several system properties, as well as between the densification process
and the geometry of the system, occur during the consolidation process. As a general picture, increasing
pressures reduce green (as-pressed) porosity, but not homogeneously in the powder mass. Density
unevenness produced when applying pressure will be magnified by the process. On applying a current,
the resistance and Joule heat produced will be higher in high-porosity areas. Conversely, denser green
zones will increase density at a slower pace. To understand the final properties, it is also important
to consider the electrical and thermal conductivity dependences on temperature. Even though the
ERS process is extremely quick, temperatures can increase to near or above the melting temperature.
Specific heat capacity will also vary, due to phase transformations during heating. Heat losses, through
die walls and pressing punches, may contribute to microstructural inhomogeneities. Die and punch
thermal conductivities are, indeed, very important [20].
Therefore, it is of great interest to know the exact effect of every process variable on the final
product properties. In this paper, a general review of the effect of process variables is carried out on
the ERS of WC + 10 wt.% Co hard metals.
2. Materials and Methods
Premixed WC + 10 wt.% Co (WC10Co) powders, supplied by several producers, were tested to
select the most adequate to be processed by ERS. The main properties to be tested were particle size
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Figure 1. Secondary electron scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of degassed and presintered
Figure 1. Secondary electron scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of degassed and presintered
WC10Co powder (a). Powder particle microstructure, as seen in a backscattered electron SEM image (b).
WC10Co powder (a). Powder particle microstructure, as seen in a backscattered electron SEM image
(b).
Table 1. Main properties (r.t.) of the selected WC10Co powder feedstock.
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Figure 5. Specific Thermal Energy (STE) vs. sintering current density for 100 MPa (a) and 250 MPa (b)
Figure 5. Specific Thermal Energy (STE) vs. sintering current density for 100 MPa (a) and 250 MPa (b)
compacting pressure.
compacting pressure.

The STE values grow as current intensity and sintering time increase. It may be expected that STE
The STE values grow as current intensity and sintering time increase. It may be expected that
should tend to an asymptotic value in the higher range of time, or even diminish in the higher range of
STE should tend to an asymptotic value in the higher range of time, or even diminish in the higher
current. This is due to the electrical resistance of the powder mass becoming lower as density increases,
range of current. This is due to the electrical resistance of the powder mass becoming lower as density
and when sintering time and/or current are increased. Nevertheless, computer simulations of the
increases, and when sintering time and/or current are increased. Nevertheless, computer simulations
ERS process showed that the effect of increasing the current and/or time compensates for the effect of
of the ERS process showed that the effect of increasing the current and/or time compensates for the
decreasing the resistance [27]. As a result, the relationships between STE and current and/or time are
effect of decreasing the resistance [27]. As a result, the relationships between STE and current and/or
approximately linear, from a practical point of view, as represented in Figure 5. Certain experimental
time are approximately linear, from a practical point of view, as represented in Figure 5. Certain
points may show small deviations, due to the varied weight of the discussed factors at every ERS stage.
experimental points may show small deviations, due to the varied weight of the discussed factors at
Concerning the effect of compacting pressure, several mechanisms must be considered. At the
every ERS stage.
beginning of the sintering cycle, higher pressures mean higher densities, lower resistivity, and a smaller
Concerning the effect of compacting pressure, several mechanisms must be considered. At the
Joule effect. Consequently, initial temperature increase and the contribution to STE with 250 MPa
beginning of the sintering cycle, higher pressures mean higher densities, lower resistivity, and a
pressure was less pronounced than with 100 MPa. But, shortly after the beginning of the sintering
smaller Joule effect. Consequently, initial temperature increase and the contribution to STE with 250
cycle, the initial higher Joule effect with 100 MPa diminishes, as higher densities and conductivities
MPa pressure was less pronounced than with 100 MPa. But, shortly after the beginning of the
were reached sooner than with 250 MPa. Therefore, towards the end of long-lasting cycles, STE notably
sintering cycle, the initial higher Joule effect with 100 MPa diminishes, as higher densities and
increased with 250 MPa. Considering all the sintering cycles, STE at 250 MPa may be higher than
conductivities were reached sooner than with 250 MPa. Therefore, towards the end of long-lasting
for 100 MPa tests (as can be deduced from Figure 5), even though the “quality” of this heat (highest
cycles, STE notably increased with 250 MPa. Considering all the sintering cycles, STE at 250 MPa may
temperature) was lower in the 250 MPa runs.
be higher than for 100 MPa tests (as can be deduced from Figure 5), even though the “quality” of this
Previous qualitative discussion has been partially confirmed by the numerical simulation of the
heat (highest temperature) was lower in the 250 MPa runs.
ERS process [28]. Temperature rise in the case of 100 MPa tests was steeper than with 250 MPa, and
Previous qualitative discussion has been partially confirmed by the numerical simulation of the
the maximum temperature is also higher. Nevertheless, simulation failed to predict that the integral
ERS process [28]. Temperature rise in the case of 100 MPa tests was steeper than with 250 MPa, and
value of STE, all around the cycle, is much higher with 250 MPa (i.e., factors included in the model and
the maximum temperature is also higher. Nevertheless, simulation failed to predict that the integral
considered in the previous paragraph are not wholly responsible for the observed behavior). It may
value of STE, all around the cycle, is much higher with 250 MPa (i.e., factors included in the model
occur that a mechanism not included in the simulation is active and affecting real STE values. For
and considered in the previous paragraph are not wholly responsible for the observed behavior). It
instance, gas evolution observed during the experiments: Gas evolution may have been increased
may occur that a mechanism not included in the simulation is active and affecting real STE values.
in the core of 100 MPa pressed compacts, due to the higher temperatures developed inside the part,
For instance, gas evolution observed during the experiments: Gas evolution may have been increased
which produced a porous central area (Figure 6). Gas evolution in lower-temperature 250 MPa pressed
in the core of 100 MPa pressed compacts, due to the higher temperatures developed inside the part,
compacts was smaller but, due to the higher initial density, was trapped throughout the compact. This,
which produced a porous central area (Figure 6). Gas evolution in lower-temperature 250 MPa
in turn, will have produced a further delay in densification and/or conductivity improvement, thus
pressed compacts was smaller but, due to the higher initial density, was trapped throughout the
increasing the real value of STE.
compact. This, in turn, will have produced a further delay in densification and/or conductivity
improvement, thus increasing the real value of STE.
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Figure 6. Light microscopy (LM) macrographs (a) and (b), and micrographs of the specimen core (c)
Figure 6. Light microscopy (LM) macrographs (a) and (b), and micrographs of the specimen core (c)
and (d) of 90% dense 100 MPa (a) and (c) and 70% dense 250 MPa (b) and (d) sintered specimens (both
and (d) of 90%
dense 100 MPa (a) and (c) and 70% dense 250 MPa (b) and (d) sintered specimens (both
85 MA/m2 , 600 ms). Also visible at the macrographs are Vickers indentations at points 1 to 5.
85 MA/m2, 600 ms). Also visible at the macrographs are Vickers indentations at points 1 to 5.
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processing
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processing
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at first approach, those differences are small enough to be negligible, as will be shown laterBut,
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at
first
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Consequently,
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Consequently,
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the
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effectFigure
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resulting global or mean properties of compacts prepared using a pressure
Figure
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the
resulting
global ordie.
mean
properties
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of 100 MPa and 12 mm diameter alumina
Density
is represented
from using
dimensions
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100
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and
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represented
here
from
dimensions
and
Archimedean measurements, a more direct way of obtaining this mean value. For clarity’s sake, only
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more direct way
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1/2
samples are: D = 14.4 g/cm , HV = 1680, KIc = 11 MPa·m .
samples are: D = 14.4 g/cm3, HV = 1680, KIc = 11 MPa·m1/2.
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Figure 7. Results of the WC10Co ERS tests, carried out at 100 MPa for 300 ms (a), 600 ms (b), and
Figure 7. Results of the WC10Co ERS tests, carried out at 100 MPa for 300 ms (a), 600 ms (b), and 1000
1000 ms (c).
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Mean density increased as higher currents were used, while increased sintering times produced
Mean density increased as higher currents were used, while increased sintering times produced
a less clear density improvement, even lower as current was increased. Due to the presence of the
a less clear density improvement, even lower as current was increased. Due to the presence of the
outer porous layer, Archimedean density values were higher than those derived from sample outer
outer porous layer, Archimedean density values were higher than those derived from sample outer
dimension measurement and weighing but followed a similar evolution. Values changed from a green
dimension measurement and
weighing but
followed a similar evolution. Values changed from a
density of about 5.3 g/cm3 to 10–14
g/cm3 , because
of the ERS process.
3
green density of about 5.3 g/cm to 10–14 g/cm3, because of the ERS process.
Specifically, for the effect of increasing applied current, there was a sort of saturation effect as
Specifically, for the effect of increasing applied current, there was a sort of saturation effect as
current increased over 90–100 MA/m2 . Considering that, according to Figure 5, STE increased as
current increased over 90–100 MA/m2. Considering that, according to Figure 5, STE increased as
sintering current increased, the saturation effect must be related to a small quantity of outgas-related
sintering current increased, the saturation effect must be related to a small quantity of outgas-related
porosity that formed when using high current densities (i.e., high compact temperatures). This
porosity that formed when using high current densities (i.e., high compact temperatures). This gasgas-occluded porosity effect even counteracted the smaller thickness of the outer porous layer as
occluded porosity effect even counteracted the smaller thickness of the outer porous layer as current
current was increased.
was increased.
On the other hand, as can be deduced from Figure 7, the correlations between densities and
On the other hand, as can be deduced from Figure 7, the correlations between densities and
sintering times are not so simple. First, the effect of increasing sintering time was not as clear as that of
sintering times are not so simple. First, the effect of increasing sintering time was not as clear as that
increasing sintering current. When using lower current values (i.e., lower maximum temperatures),
of increasing sintering current. When using lower current values (i.e., lower maximum
an increase in sintering time produced a decrease in porosity. But, when the value of the current
temperatures), an increase in sintering time produced a decrease in porosity. But, when the value of
was increased, the relative effect of time was smaller. Nevertheless, this well-known kinetic effect
the current was increased, the relative effect of time was smaller. Nevertheless, this well-known
cannot be matched to STE values. From Figure 5, STE steadily increased as time was increased.
kinetic effect cannot be matched to STE values. From Figure 5, STE steadily increased as time was
Maximum temperatures were more relevant to the final density than STE values, as previously
increased. Maximum temperatures were more relevant to the final density than STE values, as
mentioned. Longer ERS cycles, producing higher STE values, should only increase density when the
previously mentioned. Longer ERS cycles, producing higher STE values, should only increase density
maximum temperature is not high enough as to make negligible the effect of time. In addition, central
when the maximum temperature is not high enough as to make negligible the effect of time. In
porosity arising from gas evolution produced at high current densities will not be closed by increasing
addition, central porosity arising from gas evolution produced at high current densities will not be
ERS length.
closed by increasing ERS length.
Sample hardness depends on two other main factors: Porosity and maximum temperature reached
Sample hardness depends on two other main factors: Porosity and maximum temperature
in ERS. As higher currents were used, maximum temperature increased. This, in turn, decreased the
reached in ERS. As higher currents were used, maximum temperature increased. This, in turn,
porosity but partly softened the material, because of a probable WC grain growth. The first effect was
decreased the porosity but partly softened the material,
because of a probable WC grain growth. The
more pronounced up to around 75–85 MA/m2 , therefore increasing the measured hardness. Above
first effect was more pronounced up to around 75–85 MA/m2, therefore increasing the measured
these values, the hardness typically decreased. In addition, the presence of evolved gas-produced
hardness. Above these values, the hardness typically decreased. In addition, the presence of evolved
porosity at higher current densities should also be responsible for the observed current-time-hardness
gas-produced porosity at higher current densities should also be responsible for the observed
relationships. As stated with density, sintering time effect on hardness is less important and clear.
current-time-hardness relationships. As stated with density, sintering time effect on hardness is less
important and clear.
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quickly diminished as the current was increased. Again, the effect of increasing sintering time was not
3.3. Compacting Pressure Effect
as effective, but with smaller current densities.
It is also interesting to understand the compacting pressure role on density, hardness, and
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Figure 8. Density (a) and (b), hardness (c) and (d), and toughness (e) and (f) of sintered compacts as a
function of sintering current density for 100 MPa (a), (c) and (e) and 250 MPa (b), (d) and (f). Horizontal
black lines represent typical values for commercial parts.
Figure 8. Density (a) and (b), hardness (c) and (d), and toughness (e) and (f) of sintered compacts as
a function of sintering current density for 100 MPa (a), (c) and (e) and 250 MPa (b), (d) and (f).
The results, shown in Figure 8, can be explained by similar arguments as used in the previous
Horizontal black lines represent typical values for commercial parts.

paragraphs. Density, hardness, and toughness evolution as the ERS currents and times are changed,
show similar tendencies when using 100 or 250 MPa. Increasing the pressure produced higher STE,
The results, shown in Figure 8, can be explained by similar arguments as used in the previous
but reached lower maximum temperatures, as computed in the simulation [28]. Even though central
paragraphs. Density, hardness, and toughness evolution as the ERS currents and times are changed,
porosity of samples may be less clear on using 250 MPa, total porosity level was higher. Higher overall
show similar tendencies when using 100 or 250 MPa. Increasing the pressure produced higher STE,
porosity of the 250 MPa pressed samples accounts for the slightly lower hardness values. Toughness
but reached lower maximum temperatures, as computed in the simulation [28]. Even though central
followed a similar behavior, which should be explained based on other reasons than those of porosity
porosity of samples may be less clear on using 250 MPa, total porosity level was higher. Higher
or microstructure.
overall porosity of the 250 MPa pressed samples accounts for the slightly lower hardness values.
Concerning the best sintering conditions, from the data of densities, it can be concluded that
Toughness followed a similar behavior, which should be explained based on other reasons than those
better properties were achieved with current densities between 90 MA/m2 (100 MPa) and 110 MA/m2
of porosity or microstructure.
(250 MPa). Sintering time had a secondary influence, but, usually, higher times than 800 ms increased
Concerning the best sintering conditions, from the data of densities, it can be concluded that
the final density in the current density range, previously mentioned. Considering,
now, the hardness
better properties were achieved with current densities between 90 MA/m2 (100 MPa) and 110 MA/m2
results, using low and high current densities reduced mean hardness values, while the effect of sintering
(250 MPa). Sintering time had a secondary influence, but, usually, higher times than 800 ms increased
times was not so important and clear. The best conditions to obtain higher hardness seem again to
the final density in the current density range, previously mentioned. Considering, now, the hardness
be around 70 to 80 MA/m2 and over 800 ms (100 MPa), and 80 to 90 MA/m2 and around 600 ms
results, using low and high current densities reduced mean hardness values, while the effect of
(250 MPa). There was a certain link between hardness values and porosity, even though other factors,
sintering times was not so important and clear. The best conditions to obtain higher hardness seem
like microstructural features, should
be considered. Mean toughness values generally decreased as
again to be around 70 to 80 MA/m2 and over 800 ms (100 MPa), and 80 to 90 MA/m2 and around 600
current and/or time were increased, and were slightly higher for 100 MPa pressed compacts.
ms (250 MPa). There was a certain link between hardness values and porosity, even though other
The aforementioned were selected as the best processing conditions, but could slightly change
factors, like microstructural features, should be considered. Mean toughness values generally
if the peripheral area (most porous) is removed from the compact. In this case, an improvement of
decreased as current and/or time were increased, and were slightly higher for 100 MPa pressed
density and, to a lesser extent, hardness and toughness may be obtained.
compacts.

The aforementioned were selected as the best processing conditions, but could slightly change
if the peripheral area (most porous) is removed from the compact. In this case, an improvement of
The aforementioned were selected as the best processing conditions, but could slightly change
density and, to a lesser extent, hardness and toughness may be obtained.
if the peripheral area (most porous) is removed from the compact. In this case, an improvement of
density and, to a lesser extent, hardness and toughness may be obtained.
3.4. Compact Homogeneity
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3.4. Compact
Homogeneity
As explained
earlier, compact properties have been measured at five different points in the
sample section, as depicted in Figure 4. The standard deviation of the values measured at those five
explained earlier, compact properties have been measured at five different points in the
3.4. As
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Figure 9. Standard deviation values of (a) density, (b) hardness, and (c) toughness values, measured
atFigure
the five
selected different
points
in
the
sample (b)
cross sectionand
(see Figure
4). Sample compacting
Standard
deviationvalues
valuesof
of (a)
(a) density,
density,
Figure
9.9.Standard
deviation
(b) hardness,
hardness, and (c)
(c)toughness
toughnessvalues,
values,measured
measuredat
pressure
was 100 different
MPa. points in the sample cross section (see Figure 4). Sample compacting pressure
the five selected
at the five selected different points in the sample cross section (see Figure 4). Sample compacting
was 100 MPa.
pressure was 100 MPa.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(a)
(b)hardness, and (c) toughness values, measured
(c)
Figure 10. Standard
deviation values of (a) density, (b)
at
Figure 10. Standard deviation values of (a) density, (b) hardness, and (c) toughness values, measured
the five selected different points in the sample cross section (see Figure 4). Sample compacting pressure
at the five selected different points in the sample cross section (see Figure 4). Sample compacting
Figure
10.MPa.
Standard deviation values of (a) density, (b) hardness, and (c) toughness values, measured
was 250
pressure was 250 MPa.
at the five selected different points in the sample cross section (see Figure 4). Sample compacting
In general
concerning the studied properties, using higher pressures (Figure 10) produced
pressure
wasterms,
250 MPa.
slightly lower compact homogeneity. This behavior could, again, be related to gas entrapment. Thus,
although higher pressures allowed for a bigger amount of released energy (Figure 5), this, in turn, was
low-quality energy (low temperature). This probably produced a relatively high porosity area in points
1, 2, and 4, even though it was attempted to measure far enough away from the outer porous layer,
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and additionally in point 5, due to the gas evolution. Concerning the samples prepared using 100 MPa
compacting pressure (Figure 9), hardness behavior copied, to some extent, the density variations, as
porosity was one of the main factors affecting compact hardness. Nevertheless, when using a 250 MPa
compaction pressure, both mean hardness (Figure 8) and hardness inhomogeneities (Figure 10) were
very sensitive to small changes in current/time sintering conditions. This behavior was related to gas
evolution problems during the sintering cycle. For samples prepared using 100 MPa, the hardness
variations inside every sample were generally below 5% of the mean hardness absolute value.
Concerning the effect of the sintering current and sintering time, disregarding isolated standard
deviation points, the general tendency seemed to be an increase of compact density homogeneity when
lower current density was used, while the effect of time (not represented here) was, again, less clear.
Nevertheless, in general terms, standard deviations were lower on sintering for around 600 to 700 ms.
As explained before, a higher current density application will intensify property differences related to
green density inhomogeneities. In this way, as has been reported elsewhere [27,28], lower STE tended
to equalize final compact density. In any case, density inhomogeneities, as measured by the standard
deviation, were below 0.2% for the best sintering conditions.
Toughness anisotropy and lack of homogeneity depended on sintering conditions in a more
complex way. In addition to the effect of porosity, WC particle size and mean Co path are key
microstructural features which define toughness values [29]. In general terms, higher values of the
process variables increased toughness inhomogeneities, but a more precise discussion is beyond the
scope of this paper.
3.5. Global Behaviour
Figure 11 gathers, in a simple way, the relative effect of the ERS variables on the final properties of
the samples. As has been shown, crossed effects are present among different variables, and so there is a
global conclusion, in the sense of “what not to do”, more than a precise set of best sintering conditions.
Metals 2019, 9 FOR PEER REVIEW
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4. Conclusions
Properties of the ERS WC10Co inserts, produced from degassed and presintered powders with
a very short final processing time (lasting less than 2 s), are comparable to those produced by hard
metal industry standards. However, samples processed by ERS usually need to be shaved to dress
out a thin outer porous layer, appearing because of the heat losses to the electrodes and the ceramic
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4. Conclusions
Properties of the ERS WC10Co inserts, produced from degassed and presintered powders with a
very short final processing time (lasting less than 2 s), are comparable to those produced by hard metal
industry standards. However, samples processed by ERS usually need to be shaved to dress out a thin
outer porous layer, appearing because of the heat losses to the electrodes and the ceramic die.
The final properties are dependent on the process variables, specifically, compacting pressure,
electrical current, and sintering time, among others. This study has showed the influence of these
variables on the inserts. The effect of the specific thermal energy released on the powder mass was
first studied, which was found to be very much related to the applied pressure. Thus, a lower pressure
made the powder more resistive, a higher temperature having been reached inside the compact, and a
higher porosity in the compact center attained. Higher pressures produced a more uniform porosity
with lower temperatures. To reach appropriate values of porosity, hardness, and toughness, current
densities from 80 MA/m2 (100 MPa) to 90 MA/m2 (250 MPa) should be used, a saturation effect
occurring with the properties for higher values of current density, mainly because of gas evolution.
The effect of sintering time was not as important, with 600 to 800 ms being a reasonable heating period.
The effect of higher temperatures inside the compact must also be considered, due to a probable WC
grain growth.
Lower pressures and current densities, along with intermediate sintering times, produced the
best results from the point of view of parts homogeneity. Thus, the relative density values, measured
on different zones of an axial section of the 100 MPa compact, had a standard deviation lower than 1%.
Similarly, the standard deviation for hardness was, in general, lower than 5%, and lower than 15% for
toughness. Slightly higher deviations were obtained for 250 MPa.
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